Probabilistic Topography of Human Corpus Callosum Using Cytoarchitectural Parcellation and High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging Tractography
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Abstract: The function of the corpus callosum (CC) is to distribute perceptual, motor, cognitive, learned, and voluntary information between the two hemispheres of the brain. Accurate parcellation of the CC according to fiber composition and fiber connection is of utmost important. In this work, population-based probabilistic connection topographies of the CC, in the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, are estimated by incorporating anatomical cytoarchitectural parcellation with high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) tractography. First, callosal fibers are extracted using multiple fiber assignment by continuous tracking algorithm based on q-ball imaging (QBI), on 12 healthy and young subjects. Then, the fiber tracts are aligned in the standard MNI coordinate system based on a tract-based transformation scheme. Next, twenty-eight Brodmann’s areas on the surface of cortical cortex are registered to the MNI space to parcellate the aligned callosal fibers. Finally, the population-based topological subdivisions of the midsagittal CC to each cortical target are then mapped. And the resulting subdivisions of the CC that connect to the frontal and somatosensory associated cortex are also showed. To our knowledge, it is the first topographic subdivisions of the CC done using HARDI tractography and cytoarchitectonic information. In conclusion, this sophisticated topography of the CC may serve as a landmark to further understand the correlations between the CC, brain intercommunication, and functional cytoarchitectures.
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INTRODUCTION

Corpus callosum (CC), containing more than 300 million axons, is the major interhemispheric commissure that connects most of the cortical areas in the brain and is responsible for integrating the sensory, cognitive, motor, and learned information between two cerebral hemispheres. According to the topological model of [Clarke and Zaidel, 1994; Witelson, 1989], callosal fibers enter the CC from homologous cortical areas and course medially in a compact bundle, terminating in the opposite hemisphere, as well as in heterotypical areas. Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the relationship between the architecture of CC and neural pathology has been extensively studied and described in the literature, showing that callosal morphology at the midsagittal region is related to dyslexia [Hynd et al., 1995], schizophrenia [Brambilla et al., 2005; Miyata et al., 2007; Narr et al., 2000, 2002; Randall, 1983], Williams syndrome [Luders et al., 2007; Tomaiuolo et al., 2002], attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [Giedd et al., 1994; Semrud-Clikeman et al., 1994; Skranes et al., 2007], and bimanual function [Meyer et al., 1998; Muetzel et al., 2008]. Therefore, accurate characterization of the callosal fibers is of upmost important.

Because of the fact that there are no characteristic landmarks by which the midsagittal structural and functional callosal subdivisions can be identified, numerous approaches have been proposed to subdivide the CC into several geometric partitions, including sectioning the CC according to its specific fractions of the maximal anterior–posterior length [Duara et al., 1991; Witelson, 1989], particular angular rays from the callosal centroid [Weis et al., 1993], and several rays normal to a series of equidistant nodes on the ventral callosal boundary [Clarke and Zaidel, 1994; Rajapakse et al., 1996; Stievenart et al., 1997]. However, it should be noted that these geometric partitioning methods are neither based on fiber composition of the CC nor on the fiber connection through the CC. The use of various partitioning methods may lead to the discrepancies between study results on gender, handedness, and schizophrenia related to the CC areas [Diwadkar et al., 2004; Westerhausen et al., 2004].

Development of diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI) has provided a unique approach for noninvasively gathering information regarding microstructures of white matter [Basser et al., 2000]. This technique reveals the major orientation of fiber tracts by measuring molecular diffusivity of water within fibrous brain tissue. The first eigenvector of the tensor model and the corresponding streamline-based tractography algorithms have been employed to reveal white matter pathways within the brain, including cortical spinal tracts, fronto-occipital fasciculus, arcuate fasciculus and superior longitudinal fasciculus [Catani et al., 2005; Makris et al., 2007; Wakana et al., 2004]. Furthermore, distinct tissues such as the thalamus, Brodmann’s area (BA) 44/45 and SMA/pre-SMA, Broca’s area and internal capsule, have been parcellated by utilizing underlying white matter pathways [Anwander et al., 2007; Johansen-Berg et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2007; Zarei et al., 2007]. Therefore, in vivo examination of the CC fiber connectivity and subdivisions of the CC can be conducted using DT-MRI as well as cortical parcellation [Abe et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2005; Dougherty et al., 2005; Hofer and Frahm, 2006; Huang et al., 2005; Park et al., 2008; Styner et al., 2005; Wahl et al., 2007; Zarei et al., 2006]. Furthermore, the CC fiber properties of the subdivisions have consequently been evaluated using diffusion quantitative indices, such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean apparent diffusion coefficients (ADCs) [Chepuri et al., 2002; Hofer and Frahm, 2006].

However, most existing studies parcellate the CC in only six or seven partitions merely according to their empirical definitions of target ROIs placed close to the cortex, which might lead to the incongruous results of the CC subdivisions. Among these studies, Park et al. proposed the only cortical parcellation scheme that included ~47 cortical subregions according to geometric features using outer anatomical landmarks determined by T1 images, even though not based on cytoarchitecture [Park et al., 2008].

We propose to improve current topographic subdivisions of the CC by the following 2 contributions: (1) include cytoarchitectonic information and (2) perform high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) tractography. BAs were originally defined and numbered by Korbinian Brodmann in the most widely used reference map of the brain. It was constructed as a cytoarchitectonic map based on differences in cell layers and structures, but the areas turned out in general to correspond to different psychological functions [Brodmann, 1909]. The benefit of subdivisions based on cytoarchitecture is to provide elaborated parcellation of the cortex that should lead to further parcellation of the CC, increasing the amount of anatomical information within the CC [Huang et al., 2005]. For example, the wide range of the CC, which is occupied by fiber interconnecting the superior frontal cortex, could further be subdivided if the cytoarchitectonics-based subdivisions were used [Park et al., 2008].

Moreover, due to the inherent limitations of the diffusion tensor model in describing neural heterogeneity [Tuch et al., 2002], it is difficult to resolve neural projections from the CC toward the lateral and the inferior brain regions where contain crossing fibers, such as the intersection of internal capsule fibers and inferior longitudinal fascicles [Hofer and Frahm, 2006; Park et al., 2008]. Such fiber crossing problem may consequently result in failure to reveal primary diffusion direction and thus increase the uncertainty in fiber tracking as well as further the mapping of CC topography.

HARDI has been proposed for resolving heterogeneity of white matter fibers within an MR voxel [Tuch et al., 2002]. By using the multitemporal approach or solving the diffusion orientation distribution function (ODF) of multiple fiber structures within a voxel, these methods of
HARDI successfully elucidated well-known white matter tracts and tract intersections [Alexander, 2005; Ozarslan et al., 2006; Tourrier et al., 2004; Tuch, 2004; Tuch et al., 2002, 2003; Wedeen et al., 2005]. Also, complementing tractography algorithms for multiple fiber tracking have been implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of describing complex fiber architecture and to exhibit anatomical connections in areas of complex fiber orientations [Behrens et al., 2007; Berman et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2005; Chao et al., 2007, 2008a; Descoteaux et al., 2007; Hess et al., 2006; Tournier et al., 2004; Tuch, 2004; Tuch et al., 2006; Tuch, 2004]. These fibers were further coregistered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using a tract-based transformation scheme [Chao et al., 2008b]. The transferred fibers were then semiautomatically labeled according to their connection to the precise cortical regions derived from BAs template [Brodmann, 1909; Thottakara et al., 2006], which included ~28 selected subregions located at the surface of the cortical areas. After classifying the transcallosal fibers according to their cortical cytoarchitecture projections in all subjects, topological population connectivity maps of the CC parcellation were presented in the MNI coordinate system.

METHODS

Subjects

Twelve healthy volunteers (19–26 years of age; seven females) participated in this study. All subjects were right-handed and none had any history of brain injury, epilepsy, or neurological abnormality. Each subject was completely informed regarding the study prior to MRI examination by a research physician and signed the informed consent form. The study was conducted under the guidelines for use of human subjects, approved by the institutional review board at National Yang-Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan.

Image Acquisition

MRI data from human subjects was acquired using a GE Healthcare Signa 1.5T Excite scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) with an eight-channel head coil. To reduce artifacts caused by motion during the scan, the subject’s head was immobilized inside the coil with foam cushions. A three-dimensional fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery fast spoiled gradient recalled echo (FLAIR-FSPGR) was performed to obtain 124 continuous high resolution T1-weighted anatomical images (T1WI), covering the whole brain. The images were acquired parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line. The imaging parameters were the following: TR = 8.548 ms, TE = 1.836 ms, TI = 400 ms, flip angle = 15°, field of view (FOV) = 256 × 256 mm², matrix size = 256 × 256, without gaps, yielding the in-plane resolution of 1 mm², and the slice thickness = 1.5 mm.

QBI was performed along the same anatomical direction as the T1 images using a single-shot diffusion spin-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with TR = 17,000 ms, TE = 91.2 ms, FOV = 256 × 256 mm², matrix size = 128 × 128, yielding voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2.2 mm³. To cover the entire cerebrum, 46 transverse sections were acquired. One hundred and sixty-two diffusion-weighted images (four-fold-tessellated icosahedrons) [Cho et al., 2008; Tuch, 2004] with b value of 3,000 s/mm² and one reference (b = 0) were acquired. The total time for both T1WI and diffusion scans was around 60 minutes.

Tracts Extraction

The registration function of Statistical Parametric Mapping 2 (SPM2, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) was employed for motion correction of the diffusion images. With this algorithm, the diffusion-weighted images were aligned with the b = 0 image by the mutual information cost function, thus reducing spatial distortion. QBI was utilized in this study to visualize populations of multiple fibers and to reveal the crossing-fibers within neural architecture. Instead of interpolating data points using radial basis function [Tuch, 2004], the spherical harmonic q-ball reconstruction was applied to estimate fiber ODFs [Descoteaux et al., 2007; Hess et al., 2006], which is analytical, fast, more robust to noise and requires less DWI measurements to obtain a good angular resolution. The ODFs were derived from the spherical harmonic QBI with harmonic series order = 12 and were displayed by surface rendering of 320 triangles. Finally, fiber orientations were determined by estimating the local maximum of ODF in 3D space [Cho et al., 2008]. The primary orientations of each ODF were selected by deleting the two less peak values in each triangle repeatedly. Computation was done with an in-house Matlab program (MATLAB 7, Mathworks, USA) that took about 48 minutes per QBI dataset.

Fiber tracking was performed using the MFACT algorithm with a length threshold of ODF (ODFxₜₐ) 0.8 and a
tract-turning angle threshold (TTA) of 45°. These two thresholds have been proven in previous research [Chao et al., 2008a], and the tracking results were consistent with known anatomy and demonstrated the promising potential in mapping the complex neuronal architecture in the human brain. Moreover, two previously established methods were used for tracing the fiber trajectories: (1) the multiple regions of interest (ROIs) [Mori and van Zijl, 2002] and (2) the brute-force methods [Huang et al., 2004]. All fiber tracts were reconstructed using an in-house program, developed with Borland C++ Builder 6 (Borland, USA).

Tracts Transformation

To evaluate the subdivision of CC and to estimate the probabilistic topography of CC from all subjects, it was important to normalize the reconstructed tracts of all subjects from individual spaces to a common space. The MNI coordinate system (ICBM-152 template) was used [Mazziotta et al., 1995]. A tract-based transformation approach was employed to transfer the extracted tracts from each subject into the MNI coordinate system [Chao et al., 2008b]. To achieve this transformation, we first coregistered and resliced with SPM2, the T1WI with respect to the reference diffusion images. By doing so, the coregistered and resliced T1WI were in the same coordinate system as the tract data. The coregistered and resliced T1WI (DWI space) was used as the input image for each subject to obtain the transformation matrices from individual space to the MNI space. We then extracted the callosal fibers that passed through both the selected ROIs in a midsagittal cross-sectional image of the CC and the BAs from these normalized tract data. The extracted tracts from individual subjects were mapped to the MNI coordinate system using the generated transformation matrices. The flowchart of the tract-based transformation is shown in Figure 1.

Extraction of Callosal Fiber Bundles

To identify callosal fibers in individual and in group templates for population-based topography, ROIs in the individual space and in the MNI space were selected. In the individual space, tracking seed points were assigned in the midsagittal planes of the CC. For avoiding the error of coregistration between individual coordinate and the MNI coordinate, CC shapes were outlined from the eight midsagittal planes by two experienced physicians to cover the CC center of the resliced T1 anatomy images. From

---

**Figure 1.**
Flowchart of the tract-based transformation. Fiber tracts reconstructed from individual native space are transformed to the standard MNI coordinate system using the spatial transformation function, which was derived from registration between the resliced T1WI and the ICBM-152 T1WI. This allowed for group analysis of the CC topography derived from cytoarchitectural parcellation. The tracts are color-coded according to the distance between seed point and target voxel. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
selected CC voxels of individual subjects, around 1,400 seed voxels, were used to compute the complex neural tracts with crossing and branching using the MFACT algorithm [Chao et al., 2008a]. All the extracted tracts were then transferred by tract-based transformation for further clustering of the callosal fibers. To filter out the erroneous tracts generated by the tract-based transformation or manual definition of the ROIs of CC in individual spaces, contours of the CC in ICBM-152 template were used to reject fibers outside of the CC. This refined callosal fiber bundles passing through the contours of the CC in MNI coordinate system.

### Clustering of Corpus Callosal Fibers Using Cytoarchitectonic Subdivisions

To achieve a reliable identification of fiber bundles, these tracts were clustered and labeled using the cytoarchitectonic subdivisions derived from the BAs template provided with MRLcr (MRLcr, software by C. Rorden; http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mrlcr.html), which has been applied as ROI selection to study white matter tractography previously [Thottakara et al., 2006]. This template provides the 40 significant brain subregions according to their functionality and cytoarchitecture by excluding regions belong to monkeys (BAs 13–16, 27, and 49–51). From the 40 subregions, 28 subregions (BAs 1–11, 17–22, and 37–47) were selected by excluding the internal layers (BAs 12, 23–26, 28–36, 48, and 52). The callosal fiber bundles were then classified into 28 subdivisions according to the cortical areas that the fiber branches connected.

### Probabilistic Topography of the CC

With QBI and the MFACT algorithm, reconstructed fiber bundles from a single CC seed voxel can terminate in several cortical regions. Therefore, for each subject, each CC voxel had connection probabilities to different cortical regions. Two of the most primary connections of each CC voxel were obtained for further evaluation (see Appendix). For group analysis, a population-based probabilistic connection map to a specific BA was created using Park’s approach [Park et al., 2008]. For each CC voxel, the connection probability was defined as the follows:

\[
P(v, b) = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \rho(s, v, b)
\]

where \(P(v, b)\) was the population-based connection probability of the voxel \(v\) connected to a selected BA \(b\) (\(b\) is a serial number of the 28 selected BAs) of all subjects (\(S = 12\)). \(\rho(s, v, b)\) was a Boolean function that was assigned to be 1 for each single subject if a callosal fiber connected from a voxel \(v\) to a selected BA \(b\). Finally, CC voxel probabilities in the resulting group maps for each BA reflect the ratio of the number of subjects who show dominant connections between CC voxels and the cortical BA of interest.

### RESULTS

Callosal fiber tracts from seed voxels within an identified region of the CC were extracted from each individual subject using QBI and the MFACT algorithm. The tracking pathways connected into the cortical regions from selected CC regions, as Tuch reported [Tuch, 2004; Tuch et al., 2003]. Figure 2a presents a sagittal view of a 3D reconstruction of callosal fibers projecting into different cortical regions with a background image of resliced TIWI. The lateral and the inferior projections from the CC were clearly revealed, even though connections passed through some areas with intravoxel heterogeneity (e.g., the centrum semiovale). After coregistering to ICBM-152 template using a tract-based transformation, callosal fiber tracts were transformed from their native space into the standard MNI coordinate system for further group analysis (Fig. 2b). In Figure 2c, a precise brain region in the MNI space was defined and presented as an example of extracted callosal fibers that connect to the BA 4 (primary motor cortex). Note that several tracts project to the lateral cortex in this example (even though the majority goes to the vertices of cortex). Callosal fibers were further categorized according to the BAs that they connect, and corresponding CC regions were clustered for group analysis. Figure 3 presents an example of the callosal fibers projected to the temporal regions (BAs 20–22, 37, 38, 41, and 42) and the lateral regions (BAs 43 and 39) of human brain respectively in a single subject. Using QBI and MFACT, callosal bundles were not only observed throughout the vertex of the brain but also the temporal and lateral regions.

Twelve healthy subjects were recruited for this study and a total 28 BAs were located on the cortical surface. To understand the varieties from each subject, the extracted callosal fibers connected to BA 37 (occipito-temporal area) from all subjects were overlaid onto the ICBM-152 template in the MNI space. In spite of the existence of some differences in tracts between each subject, the regions at the CC that neuronal axons passed though were almost located in the splenium (see Fig. 4). In Figure 5, probabilistic topography of the CC as defined by Eq. 1, clearly showed population-based connection maps between the CC and BAs. The selected 28 BAs were clustered by cortical classifications definitions [Hofer and Frahm, 2006], which were demonstrated at the surface of the ICBM-152 template. Cortical clusters of the 28 BAs were the frontal lobe (BAs 8–11 and 44–47), the premotor and supplementary motor areas (BA 6), the primary motor cortex (BA 4), the primary sensory cortex (BAs 1–3 and 5), the parietal lobe (BAs 7, 39, 40), the occipital lobe (BAs 17–19), the temporal lobe (BAs 20–22, 37, 38, 41, and 42), and the undefined area (BA 43). Note that BAs 41 and 42 were merged together to be regarded as a cortical target due to
Callosal fibers of a single subject. (a) Callosal fibers extracted by MFACT with QBI overlaid onto the individual’s anatomical image (T1WI). (b) The spatial normalized callosal fibers superimposed on the ICBM-152 T1 image. The red rectangles in (a,b) show the homologous spatial relationship between individual native space and the MNI coordinate. The neural connections were well preserved after the tract-based transformation. (c) An example of the neural connections between the CC and BA, showing the transformed callosal fibers projecting into the primary motor cortex (BA 4). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Three-dimensional (3D) callosal connections projecting to lateral and inferior BAs. Fiber pathways were clustered according to their projecting targets, temporal lobes (BAs 20–22, 37, 38, and 41/42) and the lateral regions (BAs 43 and 39) of human brain respectively in a single subject. Integrating QBI and MFACT algorithm, fiber tracts between the CC and temporal as well as lateral regions can be identified. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Figure 4.
Callosal fibers connected to BA 37 (occipito-temporal area) were overlaid on the ICBM-152 T1 image in the MNI coordinate. The tracts are consistent between all subjects ($n = 12$). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 5.
Probabilistic topography of the midsagittal CC. Twenty-eight BAs located at the surface of the cerebrum were considered as the terminal regions for cytoarchitecture parcellation. The CC was partitioned into subdivisions based on their commissural connections to the corresponding BAs, and then a population-based probability topography of CC was constructed from 12 subjects. The color scale shown at the left bottom represents the population probability of a given voxel within the CC projecting to a particular BA. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
their similar function and smaller volume that fewer callosal pathways connect.

Probabilistic topography of the CC showed the principal distribution of fiber projections that interconnected with the related BAs. A higher probability in the topography was indicative of callosal connections passing through the CC voxel corresponding to the BA valid for the majority. All these connections are reported in Table I, and we now enumerate our observations in the following. (1) The topography maps show that neuronal pathways projected to the frontal lobe, including the intermediate frontal, the granular frontal, the frontopolar, the prefrontal, the opercular, the triangular, the middle frontal, and the orbital frontal lobe (BAs 8–11 and 44–47), passing through the rostrum, genu, rostral body, and anterior midbody of the CC. (2) The predominant regions, where fibers interconnected through the premotor and supplementary motor regions (BA 6), were in the anterior midbody and posterior midbody of the CC. (3) Neuronal tracts between the primary motor cortex (BA 4) and the CC mainly passed through the posterior midbody and isthmus of the CC. (4) Fibers terminating in the intermediate postcentral, caudal postcentral, rostral postcentral and prefrontial (BAs 1–3 and 5) of the primary sensory cortex interconnected via the posterior midbody, isthmus and superior splenium of the CC. (5) The predominant regions of fiber tracts passing through the superior parietal, angular, and supramarginal (BAs 7, 39, and 40) of the parietal lobe were in the upper region of the splenium. (6) Neuronal pathways connected to the occipital lobe, including striate, parastriate and peristriate (BAs 17–19), passed through the posterior region of the splenium. (7) Tracts connected to the temporal lobe, including inferior temporal, middle temporal, superior temporal, occipitotemporal, temporopolar, anterior transverse temporal, and posterior transverse temporal cortex (BAs 20–22, 37, 38, 41, and 42), generally passed through the rostrum, superior and ventral region of the splenium, and the ventral rostral body of the CC. (8) Tracts projecting to the subcentral area (BA 43) passed via the posterior midbody of the CC.

**DISCUSSION**

The function of the CC is to distribute perceptual, motor, cognitive, learned, and voluntary information between the left and right hemispheres of the brain [Bogen et al., 1965]. Given the importance of sharing sensory, visual and cognitive callosal messages between bilateral hemispheres, it is imperative that this anatomic region has extremely complicated connections between various functional regions of the cerebral cortex. By incorporating HARDI-based tractography and the cytoarchitectonic BAs template, we presented a probabilistic topography of the CC according to their neural connections with distinct cerebral areas. Based on the characters of HARDI tractography, callosal fiber tracts coursed from the CC and propagated through heterogeneous brain regions into various BAs were revealed.

**TABLE I. Topographic connection distributions of the CC by connectivity projecting to specific cortical regions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cortical region</th>
<th>Brodmann’s area</th>
<th>Major connection distribution in corpus callosum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frontal lobe</td>
<td>BA 8</td>
<td>Rostral body and anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 9</td>
<td>Genu, rostral body, and anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 10</td>
<td>Rostrum, genu, and rostral body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 11</td>
<td>Rostrum and genu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 44</td>
<td>Ventr al rostral body and ventral anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 45</td>
<td>Genu, rostrum, rostral body, and anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 46</td>
<td>Genu, rostrum, rostral body, and anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 47</td>
<td>Genu, rostrum, rostral body, and anterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premotor and supplementary motor cortex</td>
<td>BA 6</td>
<td>Anterior midbody and posterior midbody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary motor cortex</td>
<td>BA 4</td>
<td>Posterior midbody and isthmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary sensory cortex</td>
<td>BA 1</td>
<td>Isthmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 2</td>
<td>Isthmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 3</td>
<td>Posterior midbody and isthmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 5</td>
<td>Isthmus and superior splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal lobe</td>
<td>BA 7</td>
<td>Dorsal splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 17</td>
<td>Posterior splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 18</td>
<td>Posterior splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 19</td>
<td>Posterior splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital lobe</td>
<td>BA 20</td>
<td>Rostrum, dorsal splenium, and ventral splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 21</td>
<td>Rostrum and splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 22</td>
<td>Ventral splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 37</td>
<td>Splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 38</td>
<td>Genu, rostrum, and ventral rostral body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA 41/42</td>
<td>Superior splenium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cortical region</td>
<td>BA 43</td>
<td>Posterior midbody</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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noninvasively, including the inferior and lateral regions of human brain where comprising voxels with crossing fibers. The sophisticated CC topography was useful to reveal regional microstructural differences between healthy and patient subjects.

Probabilistic Topography of the CC

A topography of callosal fibers was specified in 1989 by Witelson [Witelson, 1989]. Pathologic studies have shown that the fibers passing through different regions of the CC serve different functions; varying fractions of these fibers connect heterologous areas of cortex [Brambilla et al., 2004]. Numerous studies based on DTI tractography further distinguished topological partitions of the CC by incorporating callosal parcellation with various ROI selection schemes, such as brief definition of cortical areas [Hofer and Frahm, 2006; Huang et al., 2005; Zarei et al., 2006] or determining geometric features of outer anatomical landmarks by structural MRI [Park et al., 2008]. Here, we clustered the CC subdivisions by parcellating neural pathways that connect the CC and distinct BAs to avoid the discrepancies caused by the various ROI selection schemes among these studies. From the 52 areas defined, 28 were applied in this study. The inner layers and regions found only in monkeys were excluded. Interior BAs were ignored since this study focus on the exterior BAs. Tracts propagation between interior and exterior BAs, and the CC, was not discussed in this study but is worth looking at in the future.

On the other hand, due to the intrinsic limitation of DTI in regions with complex fiber heterogeneity, lateral and inferior projections of the CC may not be resolved well enough by means of DTI-based tractography [Hofer and Frahm, 2006; Huang et al., 2005; Park et al., 2008]. Instead of using DTI, QBI and complex tractography methods were adopted to map the sophisticated callosal trajectories [Berman et al., 2008; Chao et al., 2008a]. With these techniques, there was a higher probability of revealing interhemispheric connections from distinct functional areas. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrated the temporal and lateral callosal pathways propagating from the CC in spite of little tracts astray to orbital frontal lobes (it will be discussed at the last discussion paragraph, Limitations). These tracts are normally missed by most DTI-based tracking algorithms. These results of tracking also agree with recently published results from a probability-based HARDI tractography method [Descoteaux et al., 2008].

Figure 5 shows the probabilistic population maps of CC from 28 BAs. It maps a well-ordered topography in relation to each functional unit (Table I). For example, in the frontal cortex, cortical connections from the rostral part of the superior and middle frontal gyri (BAs 10 and 11) and prefrontal cortex (BAs 46 and 47) interconnect with the rostrum and part of the genu of the CC. Cortical connections from another region of the frontal cortex (BAs 8, 9 and BAs 44, 45) interconnect bilateral hemispheres through the genu and rostral body of the CC. Cortical connections between other BAs also showed well organized topography at the midsagittal CC. When the CC topography is done with larger clustered brain regions, it is consistent with previous reports, even if the temporal and lateral connections are not considered [Zarei et al., 2006]. That is, from the frontal cortex (BAs 8–11 and 44–47), cortical connections mostly passed through the rostrum, genu, and rostral body of the CC. From the premotor cortex (BA 6), primary motor cortex (BA 4) and primary sensory cortex (BAs 1–3 and 5), cortical fibers passed through the midbody, posterior midbody, and isthmus of the CC respectively. Cortical connections at the dorsal and posterior region of the CC splenium terminated at the parietal (BAs 7, 39, and 40) and occipital (BAs 17–19) lobes. Tracts connecting to temporal cortices (BAs 20–22, 37, 41, and 42) occupied a considerable proportion of the splenium.

Subdivisions of Corpus Callosum

Sophisticated subdivisions of the CC on the basis of cortical topography were mapped within this study. It may serve as a brain landmark to reveal the relationship between regional microstructural differences of the CC and diffusion anisotropy indices [Chepuri et al., 2002; Hofer and Frahm, 2006]. And the spatial localization of the CC subdivisions seems to be in well consistence with its associated cortical region. To highlight the subtle regions, Figure 6 shows the complicated subdivisions in accordance to the BAs in frontal lobes and in somatosensory associated cortex. Connecting to frontal lobes, fine topography of the CC was presented (Fig. 6b). The subtle partitions seem to be in agreement with the BA location in frontal lobe, the most important region for the integration of sensory and mnemonic information, the regulation of intellectual function and action, and language function. Such elaborated parcellation of the CC may specify the connections from distinct cortical region and mark the underlying abnormalities of more circumscribed subregions or the associations with psychopathological measure [Miyata et al., 2007] and cognitive performance [Alexander et al., 2007]. It may also facilitate the correlation study between CC subregional abnormalities and psychopathology, such as schizophrenia [Rotarska-Jagiela et al., 2008] and autism [Chung et al., 2004]. In addition, this sophisticated topography of the CC may assist the study of structural and functional organization in human brain, which was previously achieved by integrating functional neuroimages and diffusion tractography [Dougherty et al., 2005; Wahl et al., 2007]. The precise topography of the CC may allow prediction of functional connectivity from variability of microstructure in healthy individuals, and potentially, abnormality of functional connectivity in neurological or psychiatric patients.

Somatosensory associated cortex comprising with primary somatosensory cortex (SI; BAs 1–3) and secondary somatosensory cortex (SII; BA 5) are also similar to their
anterior–posterior extension as well as the topographies of the CC (Fig. 6d). Previous rhesus monkey study has indicated that the projections of the primary somatosensory cortex (BAs 1–3) in the postcentral gyrus has a strong and sequential outflow of connections from area 3 to areas 1 and 2, then from area 1 to area 2 and finally from area 2 to area 5 and rostral area 7 [Vogt and Pandya, 1978]. Although there is no direct evidence from histochemical or classical tracer injection experiment, we suggested that the overlap between these somatosensory subdivisions might be considered the regions with heterogeneous pathways for sharing the interhemispheric transfer of somatosensory information. The presumption could provide an effective clue to indicate that callosal fibers enter the CC from homologous cortical areas and course medially in a compact bundle, terminating in the opposite hemisphere, as well as in heterogeneous areas, for integrating cortico-cortical interhemispheric transfer of information.

**Validity of the CC Topography**

To further verify the validity of our topographical map, the first primary BA connection to the voxel in midsagittal CC was calculated. Callosal connections projected to 28 defined BAs were reassigned to 7 cortical targets (Fig. 7a), comprising frontal cortex (BAs 8–11 and 44–47), premotor and supplement motor cortex (BA 6), primary motor cortex (BA 4), primary sensory cortex (BAs 1–3 and 5), parietal cortex (BAs 7, 39, and 40), occipital lobe (BAs 17–19) and temporal lobe (BAs 20–22, 37, 38, 41, and 42). Using hard segmentation based on the parcellation of cortical clusters [Hofer and Frahm, 2006], global topography of the

---

**Figure 6.**

3D rendering of the sophisticated subdivisions in the CC based on its connections to the frontal and somatosensory associated BAs. Sagittal view of 3D reconstruction of major callosal distributions connected to the selected frontal BAs (BAs 8–11 and 44–47) (a) and somatosensory associated cortex (BAs 1–3 and 5) (c) were shown by thresholding those voxels in which greater than 50 and 20% of the population probability, respectively (b and d). Arbitrary thresholds were selected to highlight the major callosal distributions based on their complexities and consistencies of tracking pathways. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
CC from 12 subjects was visualized (Fig. 7b). The results show a high consistency with previous reports [Huang et al., 2005; Zarei et al., 2006] although minor variances in geometric subdivisions of the CC were observed. The subtle discrepancies may be caused by individual differences (compare with the ICBM template) and divergent ROI selection schemes of cortical targets. Another comparison was achieved by label reassigning according to the population-based probabilistic topography of the CC instead of the most dominant BA regions (Fig. 7c). Five vertical partitions of the CC (middle scheme in Fig. 7c) were thus labeled. As shown in Figure 7c, the results are slightly dissimilar to the partitions defined by Witelson [1989] or Hofer and Frahm [2006]. The discrepancies may result from that Witelson’s scheme was neither based on the fiber composition of the CC nor on fiber projection to cortical targets and Hofer’s scheme was according to the MRI-based subdivision. Such inconsistency between the cytoarchitectonic subdivision and the MRI-based subdivision has been reported in Amunts et al. [2000] and Park et al. [2008]. It is still difficult to evaluate the merits of different classification schemes as there is no large population for comparison. According to functional anatomy or cytoarchitectonic features, population-based probabilistic topography of the CC could be provided with higher reproducibility and reliability than the presentation derived from fiber tracking of an individual [Park et al., 2008; Zarei et al., 2006].

Figure 7.

Hard segmentation of the midsagittal corpus callosum. BAs were reassigned to seven cortical targets, frontal cortex (green), premotor and supplementary motor areas (light blue), primary motor cortex (dark blue), primary sensory cortex (red), parietal lobe (orange), occipital lobe (yellow), and temporal lobe (violet) (a). The global topography of each subject was constructed using the hard segmentation method (b). In comparison with Witelson's scheme (top), our proposed scheme (middle), and Hofer's scheme (bottom) of the CC classification were shown (c). A geometric baseline was defined by connecting the most anterior (left) and posterior (right) points of the CC. According to geometrical baselines defined by Witelson [1989], five vertical partitions of the CC (top) were defined as anterior third (prefrontal, premotor and supplementary motor), anterior midbody (primary motor), posterior midbody (somaesthetic, posterior parietal), isthmus (posterior parietal, superior temporal), and splenium (occipital, inferior temporal). Similar to Witelson, five vertical partitions of the CC (bottom) defined by Hofer and Frahm [2006] were first sixth (prefrontal), the rest of the anterior half of the CC (premotor and supplementary motor), posterior half minus the posterior third (motor), posterior one-third minus posterior one-fourth (sensory), and posterior one-fourth (parietal, temporal and occipital). Our five vertical partitions of the CC (middle) were defined as anterior one-third (frontal), middle one-third (premotor and supplementary motor), posterior one-third minus the posterior one-fourth (motor), posterior one-fourth minus posterior one-sixth (sensory), and posterior one-sixth (parietal, temporal and occipital). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Normalization and Tract-Transformation Problem

Variances between subjects can be presented in a reference space for the further statistical analyses [Huang et al., 2005; Wahl et al., 2007]. For DTI studies, spatial normalization of the diffusion tensor field has been proposed for quantifying group tractography by tensor reorientation approaches [Alexander et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2002; Ming-Chang et al., 2008; Park et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006]. However, these approaches are not applicable to the multiple fiber patterns derived from the HARDI methods as this technique yields complex ODF structures with multiple peaks and indistinct definition of major orientations. To determine CC topography from numerous subjects, a tract-based transformation approach may be applied to process the complex group tractography [Chao et al., 2008b; Hua et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2002]. Using group statistical analysis, the callosal population distribution associated with the functional cortical lobes was calculated. Although tract-based transformation was an efficient method for processing population analysis, the residual variability of gross morphology after spatial normalization may have confounded the parcellation results due to partial volume effect and random noise distribution. Accordingly, probabilistic connection topography was used to provide the interconnection distribution in the midsagittal section of CC to specific BAs. Through statistical calculation across subjects, errors from tract-transformation and individual variance were minimized.

Limitations

Correspondence rates between primary and secondary dominant BA connections from each CC voxel were calculated based on the Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 in Appendix I (Fig. 8a,b). If either the primary or the secondary dominant BA was considered alone, only the genu, anterior midbody and posterior midbody of the CC showed high correspondence rates between 12 subjects. Thus, the primary or secondary callosal connection may be affected by individual variance or the other factors that may vary the accuracy of diffusion tractography (e.g., partial volume effect, signal noise, and tracking criteria, etc). Figure 8c shows the correspondence rate of each CC voxel calculated based on the Eq. 4 to integrate both primary and secondary dominant cytoarchitectonic labels between all individuals. The correspondence rate was highly improved at CC subregions, except the border of CC where the partial volume effect is severe. This result indicates that one primary connection from each CC voxel is not enough to identify the highly condensed commissure as well as the topography distribution of CC. A probabilistic tractography or probabilistic topography is necessary to describe the precise parcellation of cortical subregions.

Several groups have recently used such probabilistic methods [Berman et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2005; Descoteaux et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008] based on the new fiber ODF (fODF) or the fiber orientation density (FOD) [Tournier et al., 2007] estimation. These methods use the full distribution of the fODF or FOD and thus, similar to DTI probabilistic fiber tracking algorithms [Behrens et al., 2003; Friman et al., 2006; Jones and Pierpaoli, 2005; Lazar and Alexander, 2005; Parker et al., 2003], are more robust to seeding, maxima extraction, noise, and interpolation errors. In this study, by choosing only the most important ODF peaks (>0.8), we are in fact using the principal fiber orientations, which is in a certain way similar to a very sharp FOD. Moreover, similar to the commonly used FACT algorithm for DTI neuroscientific studies, we chose the MFACT algorithm because it is efficient, reproducible, and consistent in practice. Note that it would be possible to extend this MFACT algorithm to obtain probabilistic anatomical connections, using our probabilistic MFACT [Chao et al., 2007] method. This will be part of future investigation.

Figure 8.
The correspondence map of the primary (a) and the secondary (b) dominant BA label of each CC voxel between 12 subjects. The color of each voxel was identical to that of Figure 5. It was obvious that either of the primary or the secondary dominant cytoarchitectural label was not sufficient to show reliability of dominant CC connection map. However, integrating both the primary and secondary most dominant cytoarchitectonic labels resulted in a consistent correspondence map among all individuals (c). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Another limitation in this study was the dilemma of excluding tracts and associated commissures for tracts passing through two or more defined BAs to the CC. Such tracts were not excluded in this study since these areas are sometimes geometrically interconnected with each other. From our results, temporal connections from BAs 20, 21, and 38 not only interconnect with the CC splenium but also connect to the genu and rostrum of the CC. It is the only one conflicting result with Zarei et al. [Zarei et al., 2006]. It has been shown that the orbital lobe fibers occupy the rostrum [Huang et al., 2005]. Tracts propagated from BA 38 (temporal polar) to the genu and rostrum of the CC identified in this study may be due to the known connectivity between BA 38 and the orbital frontal lobes (BA 11) [Abe et al., 2004; Petrides and Pandya, 1988]. The same condition occurred at the cortical connections from BA 20 (fusiform gyrus) and BA 21 (superior temporal sulcus). From these areas, temporal fiber connecting to the genu and rostrum of the CC interdigitated with the occipitofrontal fasciculus [Dougherty et al., 2007]. The error may be resolved by further improvements of spatial resolution and diffusion imaging approaches.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The CC was parcellated based on its cortical trajectories to specific cytoarchitectural regions using HARDI-based tractography and tract-based transformation. Using the HARDI method, we had a greater opportunity than DTI-based approaches to reveal callosal projections through heterogeneous complex brain regions, especially the lateral and the inferior brain regions. From 28 BAs located at the surface of cortical areas, sophisticated probabilistic population topography of the CC from 12 healthy subjects were identified. In comparison with previous results, this study revealed the exquisite subdivisions at the CC based on its connections to distinct brain functional unit. This result promises further understanding of brain intercommunication, fiber compositions in the CC and clinical applications such as corpus callosotomy.
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Neural connections derived by QBI with MFACT algorithm may propagate from a single voxel within the CC to plenty of terminations, which is unlike the results from DTI-based streamline tractography. To reveal the connection probability, the number of tract terminations located in each BA from individual CC voxel was calculated. The primary and secondary dominant BAs were thus defined by the numbers of tract terminations, i.e. the most and the secondary connections from each voxel.

To evaluate reliability of the most dominant connection map, the voxel-by-voxel correspondence map between individual primary connections was calculated by Eq. 2.

\[
H_1(v, b) = \sum_{b=0}^{52} \sum_{s=0}^{S} \delta(b - d_1(s, v)), \quad (2)
\]

where \(\delta(x) = 1\), for \(x = 0\); \(\delta(x) = 0\), for \(x \neq 0\)

\[
C_1(v) = \frac{1}{5} \arg \max_b \{H_1(v, b)\}, \quad b \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 52\}
\]

where \(d_1(s, v)\) was the label of the primary dominant BA at the voxel \(v\) of a single subject. \(H_1(v, b)\) was regarded as the primary dominant BA histogram of all subjects at the voxel \(v\). Among the 52 BAs, 28 BA subregions were selected for parcellation of the CC. The correspondence rate \(C_1(v)\) for primary dominant BA at the voxel \(v\) was the ratio of the maximum value of primary BAs histogram versus the number of subjects. Similarly, the voxel-by-voxel correspondence rate of secondary dominant connection was defined as follows:

\[
H_2(v, b) = \sum_{b=0}^{52} \sum_{s=0}^{S} \delta(b - d_2(s, v)), \quad (3)
\]

where \(\delta(x) = 1\), for \(x = 0\); \(\delta(x) = 0\), for \(x \neq 0\)

\[
C_2(v) = \frac{1}{5} \arg \max_b \{H_2(v, b)\}, \quad b \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 52\}
\]

where \(d_2(s, v)\) was the label of the secondary dominant BA at the voxel \(v\) of a single subject. \(H_2(v, b)\) was regarded as the secondary dominant BA histogram of all subjects at the voxel \(v\).

Besides, to take the primary and secondary primary BA indices into account simultaneously at each CC voxel, additional correspondence rate was defined as follows:

\[
H_{1\&2}(v, b) = \sum_{b=0}^{52} \sum_{s=0}^{S} \left( \delta(b - d_1(s, v)) + \delta(b - d_2(s, v)) \right), \quad (4)
\]

where \(\delta(x) = 1\), for \(x = 0\); \(\delta(x) = 0\), for \(x \neq 0\)

\[
C_{1\&2}(v) = \frac{1}{5} \arg \max_b \{H_{1\&2}(v, b)\}, \quad b \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 52\}
\]

The correspondence rate of first and second most primary connection map \(C_{1\&2}(v)\) was calculated accordingly (Eq. 4).